semigroup and X = E(S), define G(x) = K(x) and for x > y define G :G(x)
-» G(y) by G (s) = sy foi s e G(x). Then G is a functor from X into the category of abelian groups and S is algebraically isomorphic to Cl(X, G). e e E such that C Ç U(e) and U(e) n P = D. By SH, there exists si z e X such that Il ~ C il(z) and Uiz) n P = a. Therefore, z 4 P and x £ Uiz)°. It is clear from the above that (J is a fundamental system of neighborhoods for the identity of X*.
Convention. It will be the general practice in this paper to identify things which are naturally isomorphic. For example, a locally compact abelian group will be identified to its second character group.
2. Character semigroups.
In this section, S will be an abelian continuous inverse semigroup with identity whose semilattice of idempotents X has the lower extension property.
Note that the continuity of inversion implies the map p: S -> E(S) that sends each element of S into the unique idempotent in its K-class is continuous. Let G be the associated functor of S; we will define a functor G" on X" that will be the associated functor of S". For x > y £ X, define the map G~x: GiyT -> G(x)~ by G"xi<f>) = 4> ° Gyx for $ £ GiyT. For e £ X", define G%) = imr lim\Gix)~, G~ : x > y £ I(e)\ yx -J = \(co) £ IIG~: G" ico ) = ù) for x > y £ 7(e)!. Remark.
From the proof we see that the group Gif) consists precisely of those points ((úx) in U\G(xT: x £ /(f) n X\ such that for some çù £ K(f)
we have co = aS|G(x) for all x £ /(f) n X. When it seems expedient we will identify (« ) with <£.
If we identify S"and Cl(X~, G") by the isomorphism of the preceding theorem, the next theorem gives a basis for the compact-open topology on C1(X", G"). 
Definition.
A topological semilattice X is said to be strongly separated (SS) if for every open-closed prime ideal P and for each element x £ X-P there exists a z £ X such that z 4 P and x e U(z).
Remark. Any locally compact totally disconnected semilattice is strongly separated [3] . Also, note that SS implies LEP.
3.3. Lemma. // X is a strongly separated semilattice and x-» x :
X >X ¿5 an iseomorphism, then X" is strongly separated.
Proof 3.4. Theorem. // X is a strongly separated semilattice such that x -» x : X -► X is an iseomorphism and G is a functor from X into J , then the statements A arid B are equivalent.
A. S = C1(X,G) has a unique topology with the following properties:
(i) S is a continuous-inverse semigroup.
(ii) The topologies of X and G(x), x £ X, coincide with the subspace topologies.
(iii) The map s -> s : S -> S"~ is an iseomorphism.
B. For x £ X, the map ^ of G(x) into inv lim,G(y), G : z < y < x and z, y £ X \ defined by if/ (g) = (G (g)), y £ X , is an iseomorphism.
Proof. Suppose S = Cl (X, G) has a topology for which it is a continuous inverse semigroup and which realizes the topologies of X and G(x),
x e X. By 3.3, X" is SS which implies X~ has LEP. From 2.1 and 2.2, S= CX(X", G") and 5"' = Cl(X""\ gT>. If x € X and f £ l(x) C X", since X is SS there exists a y e X such that x £ U(y) and il ( )coxig) it x e ¡ico).
With respect to Gix), co ig) = gicox). In particular for x > z, z £ X and o e G(y)~, g(cr) =7j(g) = t7(Gzx(g)) = Gzx(g)(a) (relative to Giz)). That the topology is unique follows from the observation that in 2.2 the topologies of S~ = C1(X~, G") and S"" = C1(X~~, G ) depend upon X and on the functor G and not on the global topology of S. Thus the topology on S is determined uniquely and hence the topology of S is unique. 
